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About This Game
Ahoy SkyBoat captains! Today is your chance to learn to sail the skies, take control of the winds and discover vast riches up in
the clouds. In SkyBoats you are a skyfaring merchant who must meet the demands of the three sky cities to become the most
successful Sky Captain! In SkyBoats, you’ll use our unique wind-sailing system to hone and display your piloting prowess. Even
better, as you improve your skill at the game, SkyBoats will use your evolving rank to consistently give you a satisfying strategic
challenge.

SkyBoats runs in the vein of Euro-board games and will work your strategy muscle! You will love the satisfaction you gain when
you deliver that highly sought-after good to a distant SkyCity, dazzling the citizens and increasing your renown as a Captain.
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SkyBoats is filled with interesting choices and continues the BrainGoodGames trend of deep and thoughtful games based around
our staple single-player ladder!

SkyBoats is a strategic gem shining with the art of Tomasz Bigosiński and ringing with the original music of Julian Beutel.
In SkyBoats you fly around picking up different goods to sell to cities. The goods also give you the ability to control the winds!
Different goods have different wind shapes. When you play a wind the board will now have those wind spaces, and other boats
can move into them to sail along the wind. When you sail on the wind your boats gain more prowess and will be able to sell their
goods for more Glory! Each wind pattern can also be flipped, allowing you to go the opposite directions. These magical winds
also generate goods allowing you to control production. On a turn each of your SkyBoats can use each of its cargo spaces once.
Empty cargo spaces can be used to gain fuel. When you fly over goods, you will have the opportunity to pick them up, and place
them into your cargo. You must meet enough SkyCity demands before time runs out!

SkyBoats is the third game by BrainGoodGames and continues in the tradition of video gaming inspired by board games.
Previous to SkyBoats, BrainGoodGames released Militia (Dec. 2015) and Axes and Acres (Apr. 2016). SkyBoats mixes classic
Euro Board Game mechanics with our own unique wind mechanic to create another deeply strategic single-player strategy game.
http://store.steampowered.com/app/421260/
http://store.steampowered.com/app/448910/
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Deep and engaing single-player strategy.
Ladder/ranking system + procedural generation for endless replayability.
A satisfying strategic experience in 30 minutes or less.
Beautiful Graphics by Tomasz Bigosiński.
Adventurous music by Julian Beutel.
Another unique system created by BrainGoodGames for a great strategic experience.
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Its a good DLC pack. thx for the discount :). It's been a while since I played Bomberman. This seems to be a well executed clone
of that game, with great graphics. I like it.
Subjective: ★★★★★
Objective: ★★★★★ — Graphics: ★★★ — Content: ★★★ — Handling: ★★★
http://played.today/brawl.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wBqhep2uzXA. this is by far the funniest thing I have seen 10\/10. was not what I was
expecting, these are very ruff and interlaced with some very quickly developed props makes for excelent watching after a first
playthrough or on a second playthrough of the game as the cutscenes as these are in japanese and i seen no translation.. Very
over-priced. This game is junk. A bunch of assets thrown randomly in a room for you to find.
The interface is poor, mouse speed is painfully slow, there's no setting for it, you have to hold right-mouse button to look about,
like why on earth would you not just use mouse look? And because RMB has to be held, the mouse-cursor ends up at the edges
of the screen so when you actually want to click something you have to bring it back to the center of the screen manually, it's a
mess. There's not even a custom mouse cursor.
Instead of offering a choice of the TWO rooms when you start, instead they've put that in settings. FML.
There are no achievements, so there's very little reason to play this game.
How do you make a HOG less enjoyable? Stick a timer on it, make movement difficult and restrict your view by giving you a
torch that you can;t even move around easily.
Summary: fail, I wouldn't recommend this game even for 10c.. Fair little game, short sweet and too the point, play it with
different combos its got a mild replay value. nothing is procedural so it is the same game every time but still its fun for the price
i recommend it.. Poor controls and weak gameplay. Not worth even $10.. It's a simplified version of your standard 1st person
dungeon crawler. It has a few puzzles, simplified combat, no hunger / ammo / kiting. I'd say if you can get it on sale, it's good
for a couple hours, though I don't know if it would be too good for multiple playthroughs.
Oh, and just dump everything into dexterity.. Could have been a decent little game, but it has too many flaws.
1. You get a starting capital, there is however no way to get more capital.
* I thought I did something wrong, so I restarted the game, which we come at bug number 2
2. After restarting the game, your starting capital stays the same as when you left the first game (you get for example 1000
credits in the first game, you delete the savefile to start a new game with capital at 40, you start the new game with just 40), so
the game unplayable, unless you reinstall the game (which I am not going to)
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4. So I wanted to quit the game, but the game didn't let me... Ctrl+Alt+Del didn't work, Alt+Tab didnt work, it took forever
untill the game finally decided to stop working, because it crashed. It just took forever for the game to realize it crashed.
Save yourself the stress and dissappointment with this "game" - because when I played the first game, I placed certain resource
collectors, but there was no income of resources, only for the uranium and power. And now seeing this game is from 2016, I do
not believe this game will ever get updated.
RECOMMENDATION?
Just activate the IGNORE button on this one.... This wasn't my favorite Nancy Drew game but I still loved it!
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I knew going in that this one has a fairly good reputation (though I now wonder if it's just because the Phantom's mask makes
for good marketing). However, I had to give up after a few hours. My reasons:
- The (super fake) European "accents" are annoying throughout. Nancy Drew games are about 30% listening to dialogue, so this
is a pretty big deal.
- This particular Nancy Drew game gave me a corruption error on startup that I haven't seen in other (older, actually) Nancy
Drew games. Possibly related to this,
- My initial saves just disappeared, forcing me to start over. (So, yes, my 3 hours is actually 90 minutes of the same content
twice, basically.)
- On top of all that, I just found the gameplay boring and/or not-compelling. I can't put it into more specific terms, except to say
that if The Phantom of Venice has a certain "je ne sais quoi"... it's one that sort of sucks.. This DLC is not worth it.
Yes you need it for some cheevos and its short. Like a hour walkthrough if you want to explore it by yourself.
Weapons and armors were useless for me. Totally.
This DLC comes to this game as an idea of what kind of monsters people most hated in this game. Answer? Spectres and ghosts.
So lets put whole army of them with stunlock mechanics into a maze.. This is a charming party-based dungeon crawl. It reminds
me of the video games I played when I was a kid. It is not story-based nor is it complicated. Actually, the lack of complication is
one of the best parts of this game. It does not get bogged down with all sorts of inventory management or administrative details.
If you find something useful you equip it and go. Then you can get back to the fun of opening one more door and seeing if it has
any better equipment. I think that the negative reviewers and not seeing this game for what it is. It is a solid, short, light dungeon
crawler for a little mindless spelunking. It is also great fun.. Boring and slow as hell. You are required to play this zero fun card
game thats mandatory to progress the story. I'm dumb and the AI cheats so ♥♥♥♥ it.. Interesting idea. Simple controls, just
point the reticule at a meteor and jump. Would be cool if there were some actual physics but hey, for 3 bucks, not too bad.
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=68R1nLUpJfs. Before starting the game.(To myself) This looks like a fun game, i get to
raise my own little gryphon.
(10Minutes into the game) I want to kill all these Fledglings.
(After getting an egg) This is mine, there is many like it but this is mine!
(After hatching) Omg Omg Omg Omg. SO ADDORABLE, You shall be called Stormspark, my Precious.
(Rougly 15 minutes later) I don't need to highborn bastards, just me and Stormspark together forever.
(Last 2 minutes) I died sacrificing myself to protect Stormspark and my Lover from a Drake.
(End note) I now have more emotional trauma never knowing if Stormspark or my lover got away........... I am sad now :(
9.5/10 Highly recomended. Need a new bomberman game, not this crap. If you like annoying games, go ahead.
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